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2Agenda

1. Where we are - Consultations currently open for comment

2. Where we are going - Forthcoming consultation documents
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4Open for comment

*30 September 2020Primary Financial Statements

*27 October 20202019 Comprehensive Review of the IFRS for SMEs Standard

Feedback due by

*31 December 2020Goodwill and Impairment

*comment period deadline changed due to covid-19 pandemic



IFRS® Foundation

Primary Financial 
Statements



6Primary Financial Statements project

Exposure Draft 
published for 

public comment

Comment period*
(ends 30 September)

Board 
discussions to 

develop 
Exposure Draft

Agenda 
Consultation 

identified the project 
as a priority

Board considers 
feedback

objective

To improve how information is communicated in the financial 

statements, with a focus on information included in the 

statement of profit or loss

*Extended from 30 

June due to covid-19 

pandemic

2015 2016-2019 Q1‒Q3 2020Q4 2019 Q4 2020



7Project responds to investor needs

What investors say Board’s main proposals

Subtotals in the statement of profit or 

loss need to be comparable between 

different companies.

Performance measures defined by 

management can provide useful 

information, but should be used in a more 

transparent and disciplined way.

Companies should provide more 

granular information and information 

grouped in a way that provides better 

inputs for our analysis.

Require companies to present 

additional defined subtotals in the 

statement of profit or loss. 

Strengthen requirements for 

disaggregating information

Require companies to disclose 

information about management 

performance measures in the notes.









8Board proposals—subtotals and categories*
Revenue 347,000

Operating

Other income 3,800

Changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress 3,000

Raw materials used (146,000)

Employee benefits (107,000)

Depreciation (37,000)

Amortisation (12,500)

Professional fees and other expenses (10,030)

Operating profit 41,270

Share of profit or loss of integral associates and joint ventures (600)
Integral associates 

and joint ventures

Operating profit and income and expenses from integral associates and joint ventures 40,670

Share of profit or loss of non-integral associates and joint ventures 3,380
Investing

Dividend income 3,550

Profit before financing and income tax 47,600

Expenses from financing activities (3,800)
Financing

Unwinding of discount on pension liabilities and provisions (3,000)

Profit before tax 40,800

Income tax (7,200)

Profit for the year 33,600

*Proposal for general corporates
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Goodwill and Impairment



10The Discussion Paper

IFRS 3 issued* PIR of IFRS 3
Goodwill and 

Impairment project

Discussion 

Paper

2015 - present2004 2013 - 2015 Q1 2020

To improve the information companies provide to investors, at a 

reasonable cost, about the acquisitions those companies make 
Objective

* IFRS 3 introduced the impairment-only approach and replaced IAS 22 which required amortisation

Feedback

The Board is mainly seeking comments on:

• the usefulness and feasibility of its new disclosure ideas

• new evidence or arguments on how to account for goodwill

Discussion Paper open for comment until 31 December 2020 Next steps
Extended from 15 September 

due to covid-19 pandemic.



11Stakeholders’ feedback includes:

Investors do not get enough 

information about acquisitions and 

their subsequent performance

The impairment test is complex 

and costly for companies
It is difficult for companies 

to account for intangible 

assets such as customer 

relationships and brands 

separately from goodwill

Goodwill should be 

amortised. It has been 

paid for and so, sooner or 

later, it should have an 

impact on profit or loss 

Impairment losses on goodwill 

are recognised too late



12The Board’s preliminary views

Improving 

disclosures about 

acquisitions

Require companies to disclose:

• management’s objectives for acquisitions

• how acquisitions have performed against those objectives subsequently

Improving the 

accounting for 

goodwill

Can the impairment test 

be made more effective?

Not significantly, and not at a reasonable 

cost

Should goodwill be 

amortised?

No, retain the impairment-only model

Can the impairment test 

be simplified?

Yes, provide relief from the annual 

impairment test and simplify value in use

Other topics • Present on the balance sheet the amount of total equity excluding 

goodwill

• Do not change recognition of intangible assets separately from goodwill







A

B

C
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documents



14Forthcoming consultation documents

Business Combinations under Common 

Control
Rate-regulated Activities

Agenda consultation

Lack of Exchangeability 

(Amendments to IAS 21)

Lease Liability in a Sale and Leaseback 

(Amendments to IFRS 16)

Management Commentary

Disclosure Initiative—Targeted Standards-

level Review of Disclosures Post-implementation Review of 

IFRS 10, IFRS 11 and IFRS 12

Exposure Drafts Discussion Papers

Requests for Information



15Timeline of 2020–2021 major consultations 
2020

Goodwill and Impairment
(6-month comment period) + 3 month*

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Primary Financial Statements 
(6-month comment period) + 3 month*

Comprehensive Review of the IFRS for SMEs Standard
(6-month comment period) + 3 month*

Dynamic Risk Management

Post-implementation Reviews 

IFRS 10 IFRS 11 IFRS 12 

Rate-regulated 

Activities

Business Combinations 

under Common Control

Management 

Commentary

Agenda Consultation

H1 H2

2021

*comment period deadline changed due to covid-19 pandemic



162020 Agenda Consultation

The purpose of an agenda consultation is to seek feedback on

Developing 

Request for 

Information

Comment 

period ends

Publish

Request for 

Information

Work plan and 

feedback 

statement

Board 

redeliberations

Now Q3 2021H1 2021 H1 2022H2 2021 2022-2026

Board 

execution of 

work plan

Strategic direction and 

balance of work plan

Criteria for assessing 

projects to be added

Priority of financial 

reporting issues
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@IFRSFoundation

IFRS Foundation

International Accounting Standards Board

IFRS Foundation

IFRS Foundation

Join our team: go.ifrs.org/careers

Find out more: www.ifrs.org

Follow us:
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19Rate-regulated Activities (1/2) 

Problem 

• Regulatory agreements can create 

rights and obligations for an entity 

to adjust the regulated rates 

charged to customers for goods or 

services supplied in a future period

• These rights and obligations are 

outside the scope of IFRS 15 

Revenue from Contracts with 

Customers and other IFRS 

Standards

Approach

• Developing an accounting model 

that recognises these rights and 

obligations as assets (regulatory 

assets) and liabilities (regulatory 

liabilities)



20Rate-regulated Activities (2/2)

The Board expects to issue an Exposure Draft in December 2020

Board’s 

tentative 

decisions

An entity should:

▪ Recognise regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities 

▪ Measure using a cash-flow-based technique

▪ Present:

̶ regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities

̶ net movement between the opening and closing carrying 

amounts of regulatory assets and regulatory liabilities—

immediately below the revenue line item

Next steps 
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Management Commentary



22Management Commentary project

IFRS Practice 

Statement 1 

Management 

Commentary 

published

Management 
Commentary 
Consultative 

Group 
established

Expected 

issuance of the 

Exposure Draft

Revision of the 
Practice 

Statement added 
to the Board’s 

work plan

2010 H2 2018 – 2020 Feb 20212017

Stakeholder 

consultations 

and Board 

discussions



Find out more

23What is management commentary?

• A narrative report that gives context for the 

financial statements and additional insight 

into the company’s long-term prospects

• Sits within the boundaries of financial 

reporting and is aimed at the company’s 

existing and potential investors, lenders 

and other creditors* 

Wider corporate reporting

aimed at a wider range of 

stakeholders

Financial reporting

aimed at primary users

Financial 

statements

Management commentary

Information about ESG** matters—

normally part of wider corporate 

reporting—is provided in management 

commentary if a matter could affect the 

company’s ability to create value for itself 

and to generate cash flows, including 

over the long term

*The Conceptual Framework identifies investors, lenders and other creditors as the primary users of financial reports

** ESG is used to refer to environmental, social or governance matters



24Project focus

Why revise? Focus of revision

Align with primary users’ changing information needs 

Retain a principles-based approach but expand the guidance to:

• consolidate innovations 

• address gaps in reporting 

• support rigorous application

Particular emphasis on:

• company-specific matters

• intangibles and ESG* matters if information is material 

• matters that underpin ability to create value and generate cash flows

• linkage across areas of content and with financial statements

Developments in 

narrative 

reporting

Increasing need 

for additional 

information

Gaps in current 

reporting 

practice

Aim to be compatible with jurisdictional requirements and subject-

matter frameworks (eg TCFD, SASB)

* ESG is used to refer to environmental, social or governance matters



25Revision of the existing Practice Statement

Basis of preparation

Areas of content in management commentary

Business model

Objective of management commentary

Risks

Resources and relationships Performance, position and progress

External environment

Strategy
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Targeted Standards-level 

Review of Disclosures
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Disclosure Initiative—Targeted Standards-level 
Review of Disclosures

• Help stakeholders improve the usefulness of disclosures for the primary users of 
financial statements

• Develop guidance for the Board to use when developing and drafting disclosure 
objectives and requirements 

• Objective is not to change the volume of required disclosures, although this may be 
a consequence

Approach

• Test the draft guidance for the Board by applying it to IAS 19 Employee Benefits
and IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement

• Exposure Draft of amendments to the disclosure requirements in IAS 19 and    
IFRS 13, where formal stakeholder feedback on the draft guidance for the Board 
will be obtained 

Next steps



IFRS® Foundation

Forthcoming 
Exposure Drafts for 

maintenance projects



29Lack of Exchangeability (IAS 21)
29

Lack of Exchangeability

The exchange rate an entity uses when a currency’s exchangeability is lacking

Identify the circumstances in 
which exchangeability is lacking

Require estimation of 
spot exchange rate

Potential narrow-scope amendments to IAS 21 would:

Provide disclosures

Next steps Publish an Exposure Draft



30Lease Liability in a Sale and Leaseback (IFRS 16)

Seller-lessee

• Derecognise underlying asset 

• Recognise ROU asset, gain or loss

Buyer-lessor

• Recognise purchased asset

• Apply lessor accounting for the 

leaseback

Transfer assets

Lease assets

How does a seller-lessee subsequently measure the lease liability that arises in a sale 

and leaseback transaction with variable leaseback payments? 

Issue Exposure 

Draft in Q4 2020

Next steps

Board proposes to amend IFRS 16 to:

• clarify how seller-lessee applies the subsequent 

measurement requirements in IFRS 16 to the lease 

liability

• include examples illustrating how seller-lessee

accounts for a sale and leaseback with variable 

payments (at the transaction date and subsequently)

No changes to the underlying 

principles or existing 

requirements in IFRS 16



IFRS® Foundation

Business Combinations 
under Common Control



32Business Combinations under Common Control

Absence of IFRS requirements 

reduces comparability and 

understandability of financial 

information

Our Focus

Primary users 

of information

Controlling 
party

A
Transferor

Transferred

entity

Receiving 
entity

C


B

C

Entity A acquires Entity C

P

Problem

The project addresses reporting 

by the receiving entity in a 

business combination under 

common control

Approach
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Board’s 

preliminary 

view

Which method?

Does the transaction affect non-controlling shareholders 

of the receiving entity?

Are the receiving entity’s equity instruments

traded in a public market?

Are all non-controlling shareholders 

related parties of the receiving entity?

Has the receiving entity chosen to use a book-value method, and 

have its non-controlling shareholders not objected?

Yes

No

No Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Book-value 

method

Acquisition 

method



34Applying the methods 

Acquisition method Book-value method

• Apply as set out in IFRS 3 Business Combinations

• Recognise a contribution to equity in case of a bargain 

purchase

• Disclose information in accordance with all requirements in 

IFRS 3 and all preliminary views on disclosure in the 

Goodwill and Impairment project

• Disclose additional information about the transaction price

• Measure assets and liabilities received at the transferred 

entity’s book values 

• Measure consideration paid in the form of assets or 

liabilities at their book values

• Recognise difference between consideration paid and 

assets and liabilities received in equity

• Present pre-combination information only about the 

receiving entity

• Disclose information in accordance with some 

requirements in IFRS 3 and some of the preliminary views 

on disclosure in the Goodwill and Impairment project

• Disclose the difference recognised in equity and the 

component of equity in which that difference is recognised

The Board expects to publish a Discussion Paper in November 2020 Next steps



IFRS® Foundation

Forthcoming Requests for 
Information



36Ongoing PIR: IFRS 10, IFRS 11 and IFRS 12

Assess whether IFRS 10, IFRS 11 and IFRS 12 are working as intended

Purpose

Request for Information in Q4 2020

Next steps

• Elements of control 

assessment

• Investment entities

• Particular accounting 

requirements

Consolidated reports

• Collaborative arrangements

• Classifying joint 

arrangements

• Accounting for joint 

operations

Joint arrangements

• If meets user needs

• Information that is difficult to 

prepare or redundant

Disclosures

Selecting topics to be covered in the Request for Information



372020 Agenda Consultation

The purpose of an agenda consultation is to seek feedback on

Developing 

Request for 

Information

Comment 

period ends

Publish

Request for 

Information

Work plan and 

feedback 

statement

Board 

redeliberations

Now Q3 2021H1 2021 H1 2022H2 2021 2022-2026

Board 

execution of 

work plan

Strategic direction and 

balance of work plan

Criteria for assessing 

projects to be added

Priority of financial 

reporting issues



IFRS® Foundation

In development



39Disclosure Initiative—Subsidiaries that are SMEs

Next steps Decide whether a Discussion Paper or an Exposure Draft 

Develop an IFRS Standard that permits subsidiaries that are SMEs to apply 

recognition and measurement requirements of IFRS Standards with reduced 

disclosure requirements 

Use the IFRS for SMEs Standard:

• define scope of subsidiaries that are SMEs (non-publicly accountable)

• determine the starting point for the reduced disclosure requirements

Financial statements of non-publicly accountable subsidiaries prepared 

applying IFRS Standards include information not relevant to their users!

Approach

Solution



40Dynamic Risk Management—Overview

Develop an accounting model that will enable investors to understand a company's dynamic risk 

management process – the process that involves understanding and managing how and when a change in 

interest rates can impact net interest income

Objective

• When derivatives are successful in aligning the asset profile with the target profile, changes in fair 

value of such derivatives are deferred in OCI and reclassified to the statement of profit or loss 

• Assuming perfect alignment, the results reported in the statement of profit or loss should reflect the 

company ’s target profile 

Core model

Focused outreach on the core model 

Next steps

Derivatives Asset profile Target profile+ =



41Dynamic Risk Management—Next steps

Focused 

outreach 

expected in 

Q4 2020

After 

consultation, 

the Board will 

decide how 

best to 

pursue the 

next phase of 

the project

Target 

audience

Participants

Format

Material

Banks that use dynamic interest rate risk management 

strategies

Will be defined to achieve geographical representation and 

include different risk management strategies and balance 

sheet structures

Individual meetings

Based on the July 2019 Agenda Paper 4B DRM Model 

Demonstration



42FICE—timeline and problem to address

Discussion 

Paper (DP) 

published

Analysis of 
feedback 
received

Decide project 

direction

Comment period 
ended

Q2 2018 H1 2019 H2 2020Q1 2019

Problem

IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation works well for most financial 

instruments, but presents challenges for some complex financial instruments 

Limited information available about a reporting entity’s own equity instruments

Discuss 

potential ways 

forward

H2 2019



43FICE—project plan outline

Explore clarifying underlying classification principles in IAS 32 (rather than rewriting IAS 32) to 

address practice issues such as:

▪ classification of financial instruments that will or may be settled in the 

issuer’s own equity instruments (see next slide)

▪ accounting for obligations to redeem own equity instruments

▪ accounting for financial instruments that contain contingent settlement provisions

▪ the effects of laws and regulations on the classification of financial instruments

▪ reclassification between financial liability and equity instruments

▪ classification of particular financial instruments that contain obligations that arise 

only on liquidation of the entity 

Improve presentation and disclosure

Provide classification guidance and illustrative examples



44Other Active Research Projects 

Address a perceived inconsistency in the 

measurement of a defined benefit obligation when 

the amount of benefits depend on the return of a 

specified pool of assets

The perceived inconsistency arises because 

benefits are projected using the expected return and 

then discounted using a rate determined by 

reference to the yield of high quality corporate bonds

Gather evidence to decide whether 

to start a project to replace IFRS 6 

Exploration for and Evaluation of 

Mineral Resources 

Pension Benefits that Depend on Asset Returns Extractive Activities

Objective Objective



IFRS® Foundation

2019 Comprehensive 
Review of the 

IFRS for SMEs Standard



46Second comprehensive review—timeline 

2019 

Comprehensive 

Review

commenced

Request 

for 

Information 

published 

(January 2020)

Comment 

deadline* 

Start of 

discussions

Meeting with 

SMEIG 

Consultative Group 

Survey 

published 

(April 2020)
*Extended to

27 October due 

to covid-19 

pandemic

User Survey 

(available on 

request) 

(July 2020)

2019 Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021Q3 2020
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Two possible approaches to the second 
comprehensive review 

Simplified IFRS Standard 

approach 

Independent Standard 

approach

Alignment Principles 

Alignment 

Update IFRS for SMEs 

Standard only for 

specific issues arising 

from the application of 

the Standard

Align IFRS for SMEs 

Standard with full IFRS 

Standards

Relevance Simplification
Faithful 

representation



48Responding to the Request for Information

Deciding which of the three ways to respond?
Do you have an existing 
process for submitting 

comment letters? 
Submit a comment letter

Do you have sufficient capacity 
or resources to submit a 

comment letter? 

Submit a comment letter 
using the optional 

response document

Complete the survey

Yes

Yes

No

No

How should I 

respond to the 

Request for 

Information?

Deadline 

27 October 2020

https://www.ifrs.org/projects/work-plan/2019-comprehensive-review-of-the-ifrs-for-smes-standard/comment-letters-projects/request-for-information/#consultation
https://www.ifrs.org/projects/work-plan/2019-comprehensive-review-of-the-ifrs-for-smes-standard/comment-letters-projects/request-for-information/#consultation
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Forthcoming IFRS 
Amendments



50Forthcoming IFRS amendments

IFRS amendment

Q4 2020

Disclosure Initiative—Accounting Policies

Accounting Policies and Accounting Estimates             

(Amendments to IAS 8)

Next steps



Find out more

51

Accounting Policies and Accounting Estimates 
(IAS 8) (1/2)

How accounting policies and 
accounting estimates relate to each 

other

Selecting an estimation technique
(or valuation technique) constitutes 

making an accounting estimate

Selecting the inventory cost formulas 
in IAS 2 constitutes selecting an 

accounting policy

Proposed amendments would clarify:



52

The Board tentatively decided to finalise the amendments with the following modifications:

Accounting Policies and Accounting Estimates 
(IAS 8) (2/2)

Revise definition of 
accounting estimates

Monetary amounts subject to 

measurement uncertainty

Output of measurement 

techniques used in applying 

accounting policies

Judgements and assumptions

used in developing an 

accounting estimate

Changes in inputs or 

measurement techniques 

are changes in accounting 

estimates

Estimation and valuation 

techniques are examples of 

measurement techniques

Additional 

clarifications

• Develop illustrative examples

• Not amend existing definition 

of accounting policies

• Not address change in 

inventory cost formulas

Other aspects

The Board expects to issue 

the amendments in Q4 2020

Next steps
A change in accounting 

estimate cannot also be a 

change in accounting policy



53Disclosure Initiative—Accounting Policies

Users say that accounting policy disclosures today are often not useful

Stakeholders’ views differ about ‘significant’ accounting policies required by IAS 1 
!

Amend IAS 1 to require companies to disclose their material accounting 

policy information rather than their significant accounting policies

Clarify that not all accounting policy information that relate to material 

transactions, other events or conditions is material to the financial statements

Add guidance and examples to the materiality practice statement, which will 

explain how to apply the materiality process to identify material accounting 

policy information

Next step The Board expects to issue the amendments in Q4 2020

Forthcoming 

amendments



IFRS® Foundation

Primary Financial 
Statements
- Appendix



55 Disaggregation

Required line 

items

New required line items, including:

• goodwill in the balance sheet

• separate line items for integral and non-integral associates and joint 

ventures

Roles of the primary 

financial statements 

and the notes

• Roles of the primary financial statements and the notes clearly 

described.

• Use the description to determine whether information should be 

included in the primary financial statements or in the notes.

Principles for 

aggregation and 

disaggregation

• Three-step guidance to apply the principles

• Requirements for grouping dissimilar immaterial items (avoiding ‘other’)



56 Analysis of operating expenses 

Statement of profit or loss Notes

Use method for analysis of operating 

expenses (by nature or by function) that 

provides the most useful information

• Not a free choice—the Board proposes 

to provide a set of indicators to help 

companies select a method.

• Companies should not mix the two 

methods.

• Would remove option to present 

analysis of expenses in the notes only.

Disclose analysis by nature in the notes 

if analysis by function is presented in the 

statement of profit or loss

• Analysis of total operating expenses—

no requirement to analyse each 

functional line item by nature.



57 Unusual income and expenses

Definition

Disclosures

Income and expenses with limited predictive value. 

Income and expenses have limited predictive value when it is 

reasonable to expect that income or expenses that are similar in type 

and amount will not arise for several future annual reporting periods.

Income and expenses from the recurring remeasurement of items 

measured at a current value would not normally be classified as unusual.

Amount & 

narrative 

description

Amount disaggregated by:

• line items presented in statement of profit or loss; and

• line items disclosed in analysis of operating expenses 

by nature, if the entity analyses expenses by function 

in the statement of profit or loss



58Applying the definition of ‘unusual’—examples

Reporting 

period

Past periods 
(not a decisive factor)

Income/expense in  

reporting period:

Expectation for future periods

Unusual✓

0 2,500 0 0 0 0 00 2,400

2,500500350 400 500550 400 300 350

Unusual✓

 Not unusual0 2,5000 0 2,700 0 0 02,600



59 What is the issue?

Common management-defined 

performance measures

19%

70%

11%

Is a reconciliation provided to 

a measure specified by IFRS 

Standards?

Many companies provide 

performance measures 

defined by management in 

communications with 

investors (often referred as 

non-GAAP).

Investors have said such 

measures can provide useful 

information, but should be 

used in a more transparent 

and disciplined way.

33%

29%

20%

11%

Adjusted
profit

Adjusted
operating

profit

Adjusted
EBITDA

Adjusted
EBIT

% of companies using 

measure in annual report

No
Yes, with detailed 

tax effects

Yes, with limited

or no information on tax effects



60

Disclosure in the notes of subtotals of income and expenses that:

 Management performance measures (MPMs)

Complement totals or 

subtotals specified by 

IFRS Standards

Accompanied by disclosures in a single note to enhance transparency

Are used in public 

communications 

outside financial 

statements

Communicate 

management’s view of 

an aspect of an entity’s 

financial performance



61 Not all performance measures are MPMs

Performance measures

Non-financial 

performance 

measures

Financial performance measures

For example:

• Number of subscribers

• Customer 

satisfaction score

• Store surface

IFRS-specified MPMs

For example:

• Profit or loss

• Operating profit

• Operating profit 

before depreciation 

and amortisation

For example:

• Adjusted profit or 

loss 

• Adjusted 

operating profit

• Adjusted EBITDA

Other measures that 

are not subtotals of 

income/expenses

For example:

• Free cash flow

• Return on equity

• Net debt

• Same-store sales

(Sub)totals of income and expenses



62 Improvements compared to current situation

Location

Management performance measures and related disclosures would 

be in a single location* in the notes to the financial statements, 

rather than scattered across public communications or on the face. 

Audit
Including MPMs in financial statements is expected to bring such 

measures into the scope of audit.

Content of 

disclosures

The proposed disclosure requirements are similar to existing 

regulatory guidance.

However, the disclosure of tax & NCI effects is likely to be new. 

Consistency 

across countries

Management performance measures would be subject to the same 

requirements regardless of the entity’s jurisdiction. 

*Measures that do not meet the definition of an MPM (see previous slide) 

would not be affected by the proposals.
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